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ABSTRACT

Simulation of fluid flows of multi-materials is an intriguing topic in Computational Me-
chanics. Multi-fluid flow is a very common phenomena in the nature and therefore its
numerical simulation is of great importance. However, capturing the physics of the inter-
face between different materials poses a challenge especially if conventional strategies are
intended to be employed. Different fluids have different properties and these properties
cause changes in the physical phenomena on the interface, such asweak and/or strong dis-
continuities in the pressure and/or velocity fields. For this reason, modeling the interface
between two different fluids is a crucial part of the simulation.

Several methods have been proposed in the literature so far, where each one has its pros and
cons. The work which is proposed here mainly focuses on a new Nitsche based non-fitting
finite element method [1] for circumventing the discontinuity issues in current PFEM-2
strategy [2, 3]. This methodology has been applied onto the Eulerian part of PFEM-2, and
later on its funcionality has been inspected by various test cases. For accomplishing this,
the obtained results have compared with either benchmark solutions or solutions provided
by other authors.
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